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Most of these commercials consisted of new reality shows. Should reality television be restricted by any
exterior forces There are a lot of parts where the plot line is twisted and where they have manipulated people
to make them seem like something has happened that actually has not. Theatres are made to watch people act,
why watch shameless people act on what is supposed to be called reality television? Duck Dynasty is a reality
television show following the Louisianan family behind the hunting brand, Duck Commander. They will have
more opinions on certain issues, are are more likely to voice them. First, is the show Jersey Shore, a show
about a group of people who live in New Jersey and who only care about tanning, working out, and partying
Reality TV is a classification of TV programming that archives apparently unscripted genuine circumstances,
and frequently highlights a generally obscure cast. The show on which many female contestants enter,
exposing their beauty and skills to the viewers and craving to impress the judges with their bony bodies and
fresh faces. Slocum Although, the shows that were on years ago were much less vulgar. Something about
watching seemingly normal people make friends, make enemies, and fight on television really pulls the
average American in. The reality show success in India can be attributed to a large extent this weakness. There
are some shows that are not all about the drama and or sex appeal. Media messages are rapidly assimilating
into culture at unprecedented rates, with lasting effects. What stars or people can we look to for evidence of
life after the show? Hope Skeen. Researchers say that watching these reality television shows could actually
be teaching people to overreact in reaction to normal, everyday occurrences. Children in the series are praised
for being guai when they listen to their fathers or accomplish a challenge. Reality shows that air today has
very popular themes such as physical beauty, and unsuitable behavior that we tend to commonly see I just
barely read the review on my sentence outline and I think I need to work on my thesis a bit. Humans are so
pathetic that they sit in front of a box watching the lives of other lame people, who are just acting. However it
can be argued that those ordinary people, who like many others, dream high however get disgraced and
degraded in front of millions of people which immediately knocks down their confidence. By establishing
your thesis statement you can give your research direction. Shows like Big Brother suggest that anyone can
become famous by participating on a reality television show and lounging around in a house all day shouting
abuse without working hard or having any particular talent at all. It is evident that the general population
enjoys watching lives unfold and the various interactions between characters in reality television. Shows, they
should be having pointless fights and being best friends the next day. Tips: - Brainstorm: Consider what the
best possible approach is for your research paper. Work Cited Becky Striepe. Genre often prominent
individuals and dramatic conflict to a greater extent than other unscripted television documentaries and other
programs. I have had a lot of run-on sentences in the past. However, reality television shows send a bad
message and fixation on instant celebrities. Over the past decade, reality TV has seen a dramatic rise in
popularity. In this modern day society many people do a variety of things and fairly speaking, they all have a
right to do anything they want as long as they abide the law. The reality shows that Americans watch every
day are also shown all over the world. In fact, a main contributor to these negative effects on children are
caused by parents. Reality stars are becoming role models to teenagers rather than their peers or parents. On
the other hand, the South is full of violence, hatred, cruelty, and ignorance. Whether it be cartoons, dramas,
comedies, chick flicks, or reality t. John Fiske, author of Television Culture, goes behind the scenes of the
reality television world to help readers understand how it reaches society as a whole. Before we know it,
everyone will be competing for a spot on T. To remark that women will constantly go from boyfriend to
boyfriend or constantly insult and slander other women, which one may radically argue as a concept ingrained
into reality; is rather severely stretching it. Reality is defined as things that affect everyday people in the world
on a day-to-day basis


